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Shakespeare’s Insults
Lesson code: 11CB-K5MF-A41B ADVANCED (C1-C2)

British English

1 Warm up

How much do you know about William Shakespeare, the greatest playwright and poet in the English

language?

1. When did Shakespeare live?

a. 15th - 16th centuries b. 16th - 17th centuries c. 17th - 18th centuries

2. What was the name of Shakespeare’s theatre in London, now rebuilt?

a. The Theatre Royal b. The Stratford c. The Globe

3. Which of these plays was not written by Shakespeare?

a. The Fairie Queene b. Hamlet c. Romeo and Juliet

4. How many words do experts think Shakespeare invented that are still used today?

a. 900 b. 1,700 c. 3,000

5. Shakespeare used some words that no longer exist in modern English. What do these words refer to -
thou/thee/thine?

a. the pronoun "they" b. the pronoun "he/she" c. the pronoun "you"

Have you ever seen a Shakespeare play performed in English?

Is it easy or difficult to understand a Shakespeare play in the original words?

You can review this worksheet online at www.linguahouse.com/ex 1/3

Review your flashcards at least 3-5 times a week for 20 minutes to keep the material fresh in your memory.
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2 Tune in

Video

You are going to watch a TED talk about Shakespeare by April Gudenrath, a teacher of English

literature. It’s helpful if you first watch the beginning of a presentation, to get used to the speaker’s

accent and speed of delivery. Watch the introduction to the talk (0:00-1:23) and answer the questions:

1. Why have Shakespeare’s plays been made and remade more than any other playwright?

2. What is one of his most impressive accomplishments?

3. What are three ways that dialogue is used in a drama setting?

3 Hamlet

You are going to explore three examples of Shakespeare’s insults. The first example is from the play

Hamlet. You need to know these characters:

• Hamlet - a prince who has been acting crazy since his father, the king, died and his mother married
Claudius

• Polonius - a friend of the new king, Claudius, and the father of Ophelia

• Ophelia - the daughter of Polonius; she is in love with Hamlet

The key word in the insult from this scene is: fishmonger. Watch this part of the talk (1:23 - 2:56) to find
out:

1. Three reasons, or contextual clues, that indicate that fishmonger is an insult

2. What it really means when Hamlet calls Polonius a fishmonger

4 Romeo and Juliet 1

The second example you will explore is from the play Romeo and Juliet. In this play, the young title

characters fall in love even though their families are enemies. For this scene, you need to know these

characters:

• Gregory and Sampson - servants of the Capulet family (Juliet’s side)

• Balthasar and Abraham - servants of the Montague family (Romeo’s side)

The insult in this scene is a gesture: biting your thumb. Watch this part of the talk (2:56 - 4:34) to find out:

1. How we know this is an insult

2. What it shows us about the characters’ intentions

3. What this insult really means

You can review this worksheet online at www.linguahouse.com/ex 2/3

Review your flashcards at least 3-5 times a week for 20 minutes to keep the material fresh in your memory.
c©Linguahouse.com
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5 Romeo and Juliet 2

The third example you will explore is also from Romeo and Juliet. In this scene, you will see these

characters:

• Tybalt - from the house of Capulet (Juliet’s side)

• Benvolio - from the house of Montague (Romeo’s side)

The key word in the insult in this scene is: hind. Watch this part of the talk (4:34 - 6:13) to find out:

1. How serious this insult is

2. How this insult moves the plot forward

3. What happens to Tybalt later in the play

6 Reflect

1. Was it easy or difficult to follow the speaker’s explanations in the talk?

2. Do you feel satisfied that you have a good understanding of the main points?

3. The speaker goes through some strategies for understanding unfamiliar words in Shakespeare’s
plays. What relevance does this have for you as someone learning a foreign or second language?

7 Vocabulary

Practise guessing meaning from context by exploring some of the vocabulary that the speaker used in

the talk.

1. In the scene from Hamlet, we saw the root -monger, which means a broker, or someone who sells,
deals in or promotes something. What would you call:

a. someone who sells house and garden tools and other items made of metal (chemical symbol Fe)

b. someone who encourages people to focus on the differences between themselves and others,
based on race, religion, sexuality, etc

c. someone who encourages their group or country to use violence to achieve their aims

Is -monger always an insult?

2. Review this part of the talk relating to Romeo and Juliet and use the context to explain what the words
and phrases in bold mean.

Well, with any fisticuffs you know that there is some serious smack talk going on. And you are not
disappointed. In Act I Scene 1, right from the get-go we are shown the level of distrust and hatred the
members of the two families, the Capulets and Montagues...

3. Review the final part of the talk and use the context to explain what the words and phrases in bold
mean:

Later on in the scene, Tybalt, from the House of the Capulets, lays a good one on Benvolio from the
House of the Montagues. ... Both families hate each other, and this is just adding fuel to the fire. But
just how bad is this stinger? ... Tybalt basically calls out Benvolio, and in order to keep his honour,
Benvolio has to fight.

You can review this worksheet online at www.linguahouse.com/ex 3/3

Review your flashcards at least 3-5 times a week for 20 minutes to keep the material fresh in your memory.
c©Linguahouse.com
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2- Tune in

TRANSCRIPT: Shakespeare’s Insults

INTRODUCTION (0:00 - 1:23)

Why do we cringe when we hear "Shakespeare?" If you ask me, it’s usually because of his words.
All those thines and thous and therefores and wherefore-art-thous can be more than a little
annoying. But you have to wonder, why is he so popular? Why have his plays been made and
remade more than any other playwright? It’s because of his words. Back in the late 1500s and early
1600s, that was the best tool that a person had, and there was a lot to talk about. However, most of
it was pretty depressing. You know, with the Black Plague and all. Shakespeare does use a lot of
words. One of his most impressive accomplishments is his use of insults. They would unify the
entire audience; and no matter where you sat, you could laugh at what was going on onstage.
Words, specifically dialogue in a drama setting, are used for many different reasons: to set the
mood of the scene, to give some more atmosphere to the setting, and to develop relationships
between characters. Insults do this in a very short and sharp way.

HAMLET (1:23 - 2:56)

Let’s first go to "Hamlet." Right before this dialogue, Polonius is the father of Ophelia, who is in love
with Prince Hamlet. King Claudius is trying to figure out why Prince Hamlet is acting so crazy since
the king married Prince Hamlet’s mother. Polonius offers to use his daughter to get information
from Prince Hamlet. Then we go into Act II Scene 2. Polonius: "Do you know me, my lord?" Hamlet:
"Excellent well. You’re a fishmonger." Polonius: "Not I, my lord." Hamlet: "Then I would you were so
honest a man." Now, even if you did not know what "fishmonger" meant, you can use some
contextual clues. One: Polonius reacted in a negative way, so it must be bad. Two: Fish smell bad,
so it must be bad. And three: "monger" just doesn’t sound like a good word. So from not even
knowing the meaning, you’re beginning to construct some characterization of the relationship
between Hamlet and Polonius, which was not good. But if you dig some more, "fishmonger" means
a broker of some type, and in this setting, would mean like a pimp, like Polonius is brokering out his
daughter for money, which he is doing for the king’s favor. This allows you to see that Hamlet is not
as crazy as he’s claiming to be, and intensifies the animosity between these two characters.

ROMEO AND JULIET 1 (2:56 - 4:34)

Want another example? "Romeo and Juliet" has some of the best insults of any of Shakespeare’s
plays. It’s a play about two gangs, and the star-crossed lovers that take their own lives. Well, with
any fisticuffs you know that there is some serious smack talk going on. And you are not
disappointed. In Act I Scene 1, right from the get-go we are shown the level of distrust and hatred
the members of the two families, the Capulets and Montagues, meet. Gregory: "I will frown as I
pass by, and let them take it as they list." Sampson: "Nay, as they dare, I will bite my thumb at
them, which is a disgrace to them, if they bear it." Enter Abraham and Balthasar. Abraham: "Do you
bite your thumb at us, sir?" Sampson: "I do bite my thumb, sir." Abraham: "Do you bite your thumb
at us, sir?" Okay, so how does this development help us understand mood or character? Well, let’s
break it down to the insult. Biting your thumb today may not seem like a big deal, but Sampson says
it is an insult to them. If they take it so, it must have been one. This begins to show us the level of
animosity between even the men who work for the two Houses. And you normally would not do
anything to someone unless you wanted to provoke them into a fight, which is exactly what’s about
to happen. Looking deeper, biting your thumb in the time in which the play was written is like giving
someone the finger today. A pretty strong feeling comes with that, so we now are beginning to feel
the tension in the scene.

You can review this worksheet online at www.linguahouse.com/ex i

Review your flashcards at least 3-5 times a week for 20 minutes to keep the material fresh in your memory.
c©Linguahouse.com
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ROMEO AND JULIET 2 (4:34 - 6:13)

Later on in the scene, Tybalt, from the House of the Capulets, lays a good one on Benvolio from the
House of the Montagues. Tybalt: "What, art thou drawn among these heartless hinds? Turn thee,
Benvolio, and look upon thy death." Benvolio: "I do but keep the peace; put up thy sword, or manage
it to part these men with me." Tybalt: "What, drawn and talk of peace! I hate the word, as I hate hell,
all Montagues, and thee. Have at thee, coward!" Okay, heartless hinds. We know that once again,
it’s not a good thing. Both families hate each other, and this is just adding fuel to the fire. But just
how bad is this stinger? A heartless hind is a coward, and calling someone that in front of his own
men, and the rival family, means there’s going to be a fight. Tybalt basically calls out Benvolio, and
in order to keep his honour, Benvolio has to fight. This dialogue gives us a good look at the
characterization between these two characters. Tybalt thinks that the Montagues are nothing but
cowardly dogs, and has no respect for them. Once again, adding dramatic tension to the scene.
Okay, now here’s a spoiler alert. Tybalt’s hotheadedness and severe hatred of the Montagues is
what we literature people call his hamartia, or what causes his downfall. Oh, yes. He goes down at
the hands of Romeo. So when you’re looking at Shakespeare, stop and look at the words, because
they really are trying to tell you something.

You can review this worksheet online at www.linguahouse.com/ex ii

Review your flashcards at least 3-5 times a week for 20 minutes to keep the material fresh in your memory.
c©Linguahouse.com
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1- Warm up

8 mins. This stage introduces the topic and allows students to personalise it. Students can work in pairs to

complete the multiple-choice quiz before you check answers with the whole class. Question 5 relates to the fact

that the English used in Shakespeare’s time is not the same as modern English, although it is certainly intelligible to

us today. This, and the two follow-up questions, open a discussion on students’ own experiences of Shakespeare’s

English as well as their concerns about engaging with this authentic material. Reassure them that, at advanced

level, with some guidance and support, they will be able to understand and benefit from the lesson. You can

mention that native speakers also require some support - they are the intended audience of the TED talk!

1. b 2. c 3. a 4. b 5. c

2- Tune in

5 mins. The purpose of this stage is to allow students to adjust to the speaker’s voice and pacing, while at the

same time allowing them to watch and respond to the introduction. Set the task first and then watch the video

clip (0:00 - 1:23). It’s best if students concentrate on watching the clip and answering from memory, rather than

making notes. If students need to watch again, they can. Go over the answers with the whole class and encourage

students to respond in their own words.

ANSWERS: 1 Shakespeare’s use of words have ensured his continuing popularity. 2 His use of insults is

particularly impressive. 3 To set the mood, to give atmosphere and to develop relationships between characters.

3- Hamlet

10 mins. Go over the task with the whole class - each of the three examples follows the same basic pattern:

introducing the characters, calling attention to the insult and setting some questions to answer. As before, students

should focus on watching the clip (1:23 - 2:56) rather than making notes, and answer from memory. They can

check answers in pairs and watch again if they need to. Finally check answers with the whole class, encouraging

students to respond in their own words. Avoid getting bogged down in questions about the speaker’s vocabulary -

this will be explored at a later stage in the lesson.

ANSWERS: 1 First, Polonius reacted in a negative way. Second, fish smell bad. Third, "monger" doesn’t sound like

a good word. 2 Hamlet thinks Polonius is using his daughter Ophelia to get information for the king; it’s like he’s

selling his own daughter, like a pimp (a person who controls prostitutes). The speaker also says that this indicates

that Hamlet is not as crazy as he wants people to think he is.

4- Romeo and Juliet 1

10 mins. Follow the same procedure as the previous stage (2:56 - 4:34).

ANSWERS: 1 Sampson says it is ("a disgrace to them") and the Montagues react as if it’s an insult. 2 Sampson

and Gregory clearly want to provoke a fight with Balthasar and Abraham. 3 It’s like the gesture we call "giving

someone the finger" today - it’s very rude!

You can review this worksheet online at www.linguahouse.com/ex i

Review your flashcards at least 3-5 times a week for 20 minutes to keep the material fresh in your memory.
c©Linguahouse.com
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5- Romeo and Juliet 2

10 mins. Follow the same procedure as the previous two stages (4:34 - 6:13). You could let students know that

in this scene, they will hear the archaic forms of the pronoun "you" they saw in the Warm Up - thee/thou/thy.

ANSWERS: 1 Calling someone a "hind" is like calling them a coward - it means rear end, ie the part of the body

you’d see if someone was running away. 2 Calling someone a coward in front of their friends will probably lead to

a fight, as the person being insulted will want to keep their honour. 3 Tybalt hates the Montagues so much that it

leads to his own death later on in the play.

6- Reflect

5 mins. In this stage, students evaluate their own experiences of the lesson. Work with the whole class and elicit

or explain the information in the answer for Question 3, which provides a link to the next activity.

ANSWERS: 3 Advanced learners should be aware that they often have to explicitly guess meaning from context

- this skill will continue to be useful even at high levels as they encounter more obscure words, engage with

authentic material, and work within specialised academic, business or formal contexts, or even with informal

language and regional dialects. It will never be possible to know "all the vocabulary" in any language, even their

own, so guessing is probably the most useful skill a language learner can develop.

7- Vocabulary

12 mins. In this stage, students will need to practise the strategy of guessing meaning from context, this time by

focusing on words/phrases used by the speaker. In question 1, they need to add a prefix onto the root "-monger"

to create some common formal usages. In questions 2 and 3, elicit/explain that the language the speaker uses

is informal, as she is addressing young native speakers. Students could work in pairs before you check answers

with the class. Variation: do question 1 with the whole class and then students can work in pairs with each student

doing either question 2 or 3. They can then explain/check each other’s ideas before you check answers with the

whole class.

ANSWERS: 1a an ironmonger; 1b a hatemonger; 1c a warmonger. Words with "-monger" are not always insulting,

but they often are. 2 fisticuffs = fighting, or physical confrontation; smack talk = insults; right from the get-go =

from the beginning. 3 lays a good one on = insults; is adding fuel to the fire = is making things worse; stinger =

insulting remark; calls someone out = says something true but negative about someone

You can review this worksheet online at www.linguahouse.com/ex ii

Review your flashcards at least 3-5 times a week for 20 minutes to keep the material fresh in your memory.
c©Linguahouse.com


